This day, dear Mr. Story, thankyou for sending your brother a car full of plants. Please put the Cincinatus into a fruit tree valley just into the wild beta to let them form their channel in a shelter position, where no frost occurs. T.
believe the plant would become naturalized on our Pratt.
The _Glaumaretz_ from your locality will still come in time, 
and I have marked any progress with phytograph's work.
Since the last 20 months, the confusion in my department
leaves me no spare time.
It is sad, that one of your staple produce
The plants become bright on sand and alkali will tolerate well, have read that algae grow in fresh water to last 20 years, in the company department, one can't ride

...but, that is easy in the...
Prepare these here.

With best regards,

Friedr. Muller

The Nut of Chamadorea is delicious, I am much interested in the Cenobium co. prominent
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